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During the past two years Haldimand -Norfolk MP Diane Finley, Canada's Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration, has had to battle Graves Disease – a serious thyroid disorder.
However she intends to run again. She said that her illness has had little impact on her ability
to serve constituents and she now feels better than she has in the past five years.

Yet regardless of her health, her reputation has taken a beating on some fronts and some
interesting dynamics are in play as election candidates in the federal riding of Haldimand -
Norfolk prepare to battle it out before we head to the polls on Oct. 14.

While it's certainly possible that Diane Finley  could be given another mandate, it's
questionable whether she'll get the same amount of support she received in 2006. In that
election year Finley garnered 25,885 votes (48.33% of the vote share), beating Liberal
candidate and former MP Bob Speller by 7,5 22.

Gary McHale's intention to run means there will not only be arguably more popular candidates,
but more candidates period. His entry means there will be six candidates running this time
around in 2008, not five as there were in 2006. The NDP and Green Party will be nominating
candidates later this week. Steven Elgersma of Dunnville will run again for the Christian
Heritage Party.

McHale, a well-known activist who has been very vocal on issues involving Haldimand and Six
Nations will surely gain support  from the pleb populace to the east as an independent
candidate.

And, certainly the success of Dr. Eric Hoskins in securing voters will be a big key. The popular
philanthropist who has dedicated much of his life to helping children in war -torn areas all over
the world is a recipient of the Order of Canada. His well -respected resume coupled with the
Liberal banner will surely get him his fair share of votes.

However, recent polls show that there's still a good chance another Tory minority will prevail.

There are those people who vote for a political party, and those who vote for the local
candidate. Then there are those who vote for a national leader.

Half of Canadian voters questioned in an Ipsos Reid poll in the National Post newspaper
viewed Prime Minister Stephen Harper as the best leader at the national level. The NDP's Jack
Layton came in second at 31 per cent. Liberal Leader Stephan Dion trailed a distant third
according to a Reuters news article, with only 20 per cent.

It's fair to say that Haldimand-Norfolk doesn't always mirror popular opinion. And given the
uniqueness of both counties, not all local candidates will appeal to voters based on the issues
they address.



Considering such a capricious climate, it's a tough call this time. The last ele ction was
essentially a two horse race between red and blue, but in the upcoming election there are
different candidates to consider who will certainly make the next five weeks very interesting.


